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Unofficial T3 Camera Calibration ProceduresUnofficial T3 Camera Calibration ProceduresUnofficial T3 Camera Calibration ProceduresUnofficial T3 Camera Calibration Procedures    
 
 
As there is currently no official written procedure to optimally calibrate 
the three PHD 1080P cameras of the T3 Telepresence system, the 
following document was created in an effort to establish a fundamental 
understanding of how best to calibrate these PHD 1080P cameras. 
 
The goal of the T3 immersive room is to establish the perception of a 
seamless “same room” feel for the participants in the room. The three 
PHD 1080P cameras do this by providing a similar “same room” feel for 
the far end T3 participants. To achieve this all three PHD 1080P cameras 
need to act as if they are one camera establishing a panoramic view of 
each of the T3 immersive rooms.  
 
It’s critical; these PHD 1080P cameras are calibrated precisely to provide 
the realism demanded by the Telepresence technology. However, even 
though there are some fundamental steps in place, the accuracy of the 
calibration process is currently a relative procedure. A relative procedure 
to the individual(s) calibrating the cameras. 
 
Currently the calibration process can be divided into two parts; 
 

“The Physical” and “The Visual” 
 

 
The Physical encompasses the camera’s field of view, (position),  
 

a. PANPANPANPAN – Horizontal movement 
b. TILTTILTTILTTILT – Vertical movement 
c. ZOOMZOOMZOOMZOOM – Relative Distance from camera lens to object being viewed. 

 

 
 
The Visual encompasses the image quality presented by the camera,  
 

a. FOCUSFOCUSFOCUSFOCUS – Image Clarity 
b. GAMMAGAMMAGAMMAGAMMA - A transfer function characteristic of a camera’s image 

sensor. 
c. WHITE BALANCEWHITE BALANCEWHITE BALANCEWHITE BALANCE - Proper camera color temperature of a light 

source. 
d. BRIGHTNESSBRIGHTNESSBRIGHTNESSBRIGHTNESS - How much ambient light is allowed to strike the 

camera’s image sensor. 
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Although each individual installer calibrates the T3 PHD cameras in there 
own way, after extensive collaboration with other T3 Lead installers, It’s 
been determined, the following process yields the best results. 
 
 

 
 
Entering the Setup Settings screen 
 
First press and hold the upper left-
hand corner of any of the three 
Presentation monitors, until the 
“Admin log” in screen is displayed. 
 
 
 
 

  Fig. 1 
 
 
 
Logging in to the Setup Settings 
 
If password protected, enter the 
appropriate Administrator level 
password and touch the [OKOKOKOK] 
button.  
 
 
        Fig. 2 
 
 

   
    System Setup Settings 
 
…That will present the System 
Setup Settings, (several utility 
icons boxes to choice from). 
Touching the GUI displaying the 
PHD camera will switch the 
displayed screen to the 
“Camera Room Setup” utility 
screen.  

Fig. 3 
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Camera Room SetupCamera Room SetupCamera Room SetupCamera Room Setup    
Point to PPoint to PPoint to PPoint to Poooointintintint    

   Fig. 4 
Note: This screen’s layout will vary with TCU software revision.    
      
 
Once you’ve launched the TCU’s “Camera Room Setup” screen, the three 
main 65”displays will enter into “self-view” mode and the cameras will 
gyrate to the last saved positions.  (be aware this can take a second or 
two). 
 
In this mode, a BLACKBLACKBLACKBLACK horizontal calibration line, is superimposed on the 
self-view image, (it overlayed from the left most vertical edge of the Left 
display right across thought the Center display and end at the Right most 
edge of the Right display; drawn just above the bottom edge of the three 
displays). 
 
This horizontal calibration line is used to align the self-view image of the 
table’s rear most edge, (the edge nearest the participants).  This 
horizontal calibration line is dynamic, meaning its position will vary 
dependent on which PPPPresetresetresetreset view, “Point to Point” or “Multipoint – 4”, has 
been selected.  For the “Point –to-Point” view, the horizontal calibration 
line displays at approximately 3 ¼   inches from the bottom edge of the 
Center 65” monitor.  For the “Multipoint – 4” view the horizontal calibration 
line jumps to approximately 9 inches from the bottom edge of the Center 
65” monitor.  (Ref. fig. 8) 
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Focusing first on the camera’s PhysicalPhysicalPhysicalPhysical parameters,  
 

1) Adjust the “Point to Point” view by first selecting the “Point to Point” 
view for the PresetPresetPresetPreset.  Then touch the [LoadLoadLoadLoad Factory Factory Factory Factory    DefaultDefaultDefaultDefault] button. 
This will adjust the cameras to within predetermined factory default 
positions for the selected view.  

 
            Fig. 5 
 

2) Select the Center camera first, which displays the Center camera’s 
current settings, (This data changes only when an actual 
adjustment is made for the selected parameter.  The numerical 
information can’t be entered directly).  (ref. fig. 5) 

3) Next confirm you’ve selected the [FINE TUNEFINE TUNEFINE TUNEFINE TUNE] button. This allows 
for minute steps when adjusting the camera positions. Otherwise 
the adjustments are larger, making it difficult to position the 
cameras precisely where desired. (Ref . fig. 5) 

4) In an Immersive T3 room, PAN the Center camera so the rear wall’s 
vertical center seam line, (the one where the two center blue glass 
panels meet), as seen on the center 65” display, aligns with the 
Center PHD 1080P camera, (dead center on the camera lens). (Ref. 
fig. 6 & 7) 

 

   FOCUS      ZOOM 

 

       
    

 
PAN       TILT 
   Fig. 6 

FINE 
TUNE 

AUTO AUTO AUTO AUTO 
FOCUSFOCUSFOCUSFOCUS    
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5) In a Non-immersive T3 room, First TILT the Center camera so the 
            top edge of the Center touch collaboration screen housing can be 

seen in the Center 65” display. Then PAN the Center camera so the   
Left and Right edges of the touch collaboration screen housing Is 
dead center with respect to the red LED window located just below 
the center 65” display. (Ref. fig 7). 
 

6) Once centred, TILT the camera back down so the rear edge of the 
table aligns with the displayed horizontal calibration line 
corresponding to the “Point–to-Point” viewing mode on the Center 
65” display. (Ref. fig. 8 & 9) 

 
 

 
Fig. 7 

Note: The center Touch Display in Fig. 7 is shown tilted out of alignment for camera calibration only.  
 
 

 
Fig. 8 

 
Note: Although fig. 8 shows both horizontal calibrating lines, only one line is displayed per mode. 
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Fig. 9 

 
7) Using the [ZoomZoomZoomZoom] control, position the displayed image to within 

89% to 95% of actual object’s size. To check the displayed image 
has been zoomed to the desired size, place one of the T3 system 
chairs in its normal sitting position. Measure the actual width of the 
chair’s back. Then take the same measurement of the displayed 
image of the chair displayed as seen on the 65” monitor(s).   

 (Ref. fig. 10) 
 

Confirm the dimensions of the chair’s image on the 65" monitor is from 89% 

to 95% of the actual chair’s size 
19"

16"

Chairs at Actual size

Chair images, displayed by the 

cameras should appear as much 

as 7% smaller on the 65" main 

monitors than actual size.

18"

Chair split between two 

camera will appear as 

actual size or larger.

     Fig. 10 
Note: In Fig 10, the touch collaboration panels have been omitted to provide clarity.  

 
8) Then simply repeat steps 4 -7 for each of the outer two cameras, 

[LLLLefteftefteft] & [RRRRightightightight] and then check each of the corresponding 
65”monitors for symmetry. 

 
Note: Throughout the calibration process, the Zoom calibration process typically throw the displayed 

images out of focus. So, from time to time, the [AUTO FOCUSAUTO FOCUSAUTO FOCUSAUTO FOCUS] button should be touched to bring the 
displayed image back into focus. 
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As reference, Table 1 shows the typical PhysicalPhysicalPhysicalPhysical values, displayed for 
each selected  PHD 1080P camera. Although the values will vary from 
installation to installation, they should come within the following ranges: 
 
 
 

 

Typical Point to Typical Point to Typical Point to Typical Point to PPPPoint oint oint oint Physical Physical Physical Physical camera settingcamera settingcamera settingcamera setting v v v valuealuealuealuessss 
        PANPANPANPAN                        TILTTILTTILTTILT                                                            FOCUSFOCUSFOCUSFOCUS                                    ZOOMZOOMZOOMZOOM    

LEFTLEFTLEFTLEFT= 348 - 354 192 - 198 4552 - 4558       1282 - 1324    
CENTERCENTERCENTERCENTER=  403 - 409 187 - 191 4540 - 4549       1381 - 1443    
RIGHTRIGHTRIGHTRIGHT= 457 - 462 192 - 198 4552 - 4558       1282 – 1324 

    
Table 1 
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Camera to Camera AlignmentCamera to Camera AlignmentCamera to Camera AlignmentCamera to Camera Alignment    
 
There are a several ways to confirm proper camera to camera alignment,  
 

1) Position yourself so you are spanning two cameras. Sit yourself so 
exactly half of you is displayed on one monitor and your other half 
on the adjacent monitor. Check for symmetry between both haves. 
Using the Center camera as the anchor point, adjust only the outer 
camera, (as in steps 4 -6), so, for example, both your ears are level 
and the same size in both 65" monitors. (Ref. fig. 11) 

 

 
 
Properly aligned cameras   improperly aligned cameras 
     Fig. 11 
 
 

2) Another method used, to check for camera to camera alignment, is 
to sit up close to the table, in any of the four center most chairs, and 
stretch out your arm so it displays in any two adjacent monitors. 
Then check for vertical positioning across both monitors. The out 
stretched arm should appear normal in size and align as one 
continues image; not broken. (Ref. fig 11) 

 

 
     Fig. 12 

Correct 
alignment 

Incorrect 
alignment 
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3) A third method to confirm camera to camera alignment is to place 
one of the chairs so it spans two adjacent cameras. With exactly 
half of the chair displayed on one monitor and the other half on the 
adjacent monitor, check for symmetry between both haves. Using 
the Center camera as the anchor point, adjust only the outer 
camera(s), (as in steps 4 -6). The object here is to check that 
horizontal edges are level through both 65" monitors. (Ref. fig. 13) 

 
  Horizontal calibration line in the Horizontal calibration line in the Horizontal calibration line in the Horizontal calibration line in the Point to Point Point to Point Point to Point Point to Point     mode.mode.mode.mode.    

 

 
     Fig.13 
Note: The touch collaboration panels have been omitted to provide clarity. 
 
 

4) To confirm symmetry between the center and either the left or the 
right displays you can use the seams between the table segments 
as a guide.  (Ref. Fig. 14 &15) 

a. Place one of your fingers along the rear edge of the table 
within the Left or Right camera view. 

b. Slowing move it towards the center table segment seam. As 
you do, look at the selected display for when your finger 
reaches the edge of the selected display. 

c. Take a measurement of the remaining distance to the table’s 
seam, (say, its 2 ½”).  

d. Repeat the process, coming in from the opposite direction on 
the adjacent display and record the remaining distance to the 
same table seam as in step c.  

e. Confirm both distances are well within an inch of each other.  
f. Repeat steps b. – f., for the previous unselected 

camera/display sets. 
 

5) RememberRememberRememberRemember, Once each camera has been fully calibrated to the desired settings 
make sure the virtual [SAVESAVESAVESAVE] and the confirmation [YESYESYESYES] buttons have been 
touched. This will lock the settings in the TCU’s memory. 

Correct 
alignment 

 

Incorrect 
alignment 
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 Table segments  Slide your finger toward the center table 
segment until it disappears on the 65”  
display. 

 
 

       
             Fig. 14  

 
 
 

 
     Fig. 15 
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Focusing on camera’s VisuVisuVisuVisualalalal parameters,  
 

1) While still in the “Point to Point” layout adjust the three remaining 
Parameters, “GAMMA”, “WHITE BALANCE” and “ BRIGHTNESS” by 
first selecting the [CCCC], (Center camera), button. This will adjust the 
quality of the displayed image, as picked up by the corresponding 
Camera. (Fig.16) 

 

        
     Fig. 16 
 

2) GAMMAGAMMAGAMMAGAMMA – Although the Gamma range can be toggled from 0 – 7, 
basically there are just two settings which alternate as you move up 
or down, at this time. Depending on how the room lighting is 
affected by room size and ceiling height Gamma is either set one 
way or the other. 
Values of [0, 2, 4 & 6], gives a higher contrasting image. 
Values of [1, 3, 5 & 7], gives a lower contrasting image. 
 

3) WWWWHITEHITEHITEHITE B B B BALANCEALANCEALANCEALANCE – Has a range of values from 1 to16. As you select 
up and down the range the color temperature changes from hot, 
(more Red), to warm, (neutral) to cool, (more Blue). 

 
4) BRIGHTNESSBRIGHTNESSBRIGHTNESSBRIGHTNESS – Has a range of values from 1 to 30. 1 is basically a 

shut lens iris, (no light getting in). Whereas 30 is a fully open lens iris, 
(allowing all the light in). I would have to say, values of  1 through 10 
is pretty much useless. It’s not until you reach 11 and beyond that 
the camera begins to capture an image under normal lighting 
conditions.  
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As reference, Table 2 shows the typical VisuVisuVisuVisualalalal values, displayed for the 
PHD 1080P cameras in their respective Settings panel. Although the 
values will vary from installation to installation, they should come in very 
close to the following: 
 
 

 

Typical Point to Typical Point to Typical Point to Typical Point to PPPPoint oint oint oint Visual Visual Visual Visual camera settingcamera settingcamera settingcamera setting value value value valuessss 
    GAMMAGAMMAGAMMAGAMMA      WHITE BALANCE  WHITE BALANCE  WHITE BALANCE  WHITE BALANCE        BRIGHTNESSBRIGHTNESSBRIGHTNESSBRIGHTNESS    

                        LEFTLEFTLEFTLEFT= 2 or 4         12 – 15        18 – 26      
CENTERCENTERCENTERCENTER=  2 or 4         12 – 15        18 – 26     
                RIGHTRIGHTRIGHTRIGHT= 2 or 4         12 – 15        18 – 26  
    

Table 2 
 

 
5) RememberRememberRememberRemember, Once each camera has been fully calibrated to the desired settings 

make sure the [SAVESAVESAVESAVE] and the confirmation [YESYESYESYES] buttons have been touched. 
This will lock the settings in the TCU’s memory. 
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Camera Room Setup 
Multipoint-4, (Continuous Presence) 
 

       
                Fig. 17 
 
In Fig. 17 above, the next step in camera calibration mode, “Multipoint-4” 
is shown. Like the “Point to Point” calibrations, the objective is to unify the 
three individual PHD 1080P cameras into one panoramic, single room 
image. Ironically in “Multipoint-4”, the local 65” displays will eventually 
display 3 other T3 sites. Because of this it’s more difficult to precisely 
adjust the camera parameters to the desired view demanded by 
Telepresence. To do so, the site having its cameras calibrated needs to be 
connected together with other T3 sites.  
 

 
     Fig. 18 
 
Just as with the “Point to Point mode”,“Multipoint-4” Requires two sets of 

calibrations, the PhysicalPhysicalPhysicalPhysical and the VisualVisualVisualVisual.  
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Focusing first on camera’s PhysicalPhysicalPhysicalPhysical parameters,  
 

1) To adjust the “Multipoint-4” layout view first touch the, [Load Load Load Load  
FactoryFactoryFactoryFactory    DefaultDefaultDefaultDefault], button for the Preset: “Multipoint-4” view. This will 
adjust the cameras to within predetermined factory default  
positions for the selected view.  (Ref. fig.19) 

 

  
 

      Fig. 19 
 
 

2) Selecting first the [Center] Center] Center] Center] , (Center camera), opens the Center 
camera’s current settings panel. (The data presented in this panel 
changes only when actual adjustment are made for the selected 
parameter.  The numerical information contained in the setting 
panel can’t be entered directly).  (Ref. fig. 15) 
 

3) Next touch the [FINE TUNEFINE TUNEFINE TUNEFINE TUNE] button. This allows for minute steps 
when adjusting the camera positions. Otherwise the adjustments 
are larger, making it difficult to position the cameras precisely 
where desired. (Ref . fig. 16) 
 

4) PAN the Center camera so the rear wall’s vertical center seam line, 
as seen on the center 65” display, aligns with the Center PHD 1080P 
camera, (dead center on the camera lens). (Ref. fig. 20 & 21) 
 

 

   FOCUS      ZOOM 

 

       
    

 
PAN       TILT 
   Fig. 20 

FINE 
TUNE 

AUTO AUTO AUTO AUTO 
FOCUSFOCUSFOCUSFOCUS    
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5) TILT the camera so the rear edge of the table aligns with the lower 
 horizontal calibration line corresponding to the “Point–to-Point” 
 viewing mode on the Center 65” display. (Ref. fig. 22) 
 
 

   
    Fig. 21 
 
            Horizontal calibration line in the MultipointHorizontal calibration line in the MultipointHorizontal calibration line in the MultipointHorizontal calibration line in the Multipoint----4 mode.4 mode.4 mode.4 mode.    
 

 
 

Fig. 22 
 

6) Using the [ZoomZoomZoomZoom] control, adjust the camera so the four center most 
chairs are fully visible. To confirm the displayed image has been 
zoomed to the desired size, check that, of the four center chairs 
visible in the center 65” monitor. With the outer two chairs, (in their 
normal sitting position), zoom until a gap of approximately 2 ½” from 
the monitor’s side bezels exists.  (Ref. fig. 23) 
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     Fig. 23 

 
7) Then simply repeat steps 4 -6 for each of the outer two cameras, [LLLL] 

& [RRRR] and then check each of the corresponding 65”monitors for 
symmetry. 

 
8) As the calibration process will typically throw the displayed images 

out of focus, from time to time the [AUTO FOCUSAUTO FOCUSAUTO FOCUSAUTO FOCUS] button needs to 
be touched to bring the displayed image back into focus. 

 
 
 
As reference, Table 3 shows the typical PhysicalPhysicalPhysicalPhysical values, displayed for the 
PHD 1080P cameras in their respective Settings panel. Although the 
values will vary from installation to installation, they should come in very 
close to the following: 
 

 

Typical Typical Typical Typical MMMMultipointultipointultipointultipoint----4444    Physical Physical Physical Physical camera settingcamera settingcamera settingcamera setting value value value valuessss    
 

    PANPANPANPAN                TILTTILTTILTTILT                                                FOCUSFOCUSFOCUSFOCUS                            ZOOMZOOMZOOMZOOM    
LEFTLEFTLEFTLEFT= 472 - 483 168 - 175 4572 - 4606       878 - 903    

                    CENTERCENTERCENTERCENTER=  402 - 409 186 - 194 4560 - 4609       540 - 568    
                                    RIGHTRIGHTRIGHTRIGHT= 330 - 345 168 - 175 4572 - 4606       878 – 903 

    
Table 3 
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Camera to Camera AlignmentCamera to Camera AlignmentCamera to Camera AlignmentCamera to Camera Alignment    
 
There are a several ways to confirm proper camera to camera alignment,  
 

1) Check for symmetry between center and either of the outer two 
displays. Using the Center camera as the anchor point, adjust only 
the [L] and [R] cameras, (as in steps 4 -6 of “…camera’s PhysicalPhysicalPhysicalPhysical 
parameters”). 
so, for example, the rear edge of the table line up with the horizontal 
calibration in each 65” monitors and appears as the same size in all 
three 65" monitors. (Ref. fig. 24) 

 

 
 
Properly aligned cameras   improperly aligned cameras 
     Fig. 24 
 

2) In “Multipoint-4” mode the cameras are basically calibrated to 
provide the local participants with a view of multiple sites, all 
connected together in one call.  In this mode, known as, 
“Continuous Presence” it’s more difficult to precisely adjust the 
camera to camera alignment, as it needs to be done for each T3 site 
you connect with, within a single organization. 

 
3)  Using the [PAN], [TILT], [ZOOM] and [AUTO FOCUS] controls adjust 

the cameras so the table appears as one large continuous table 
across all three 65” displays.  

 

4) RememberRememberRememberRemember, Once each camera has been fully calibrated to the 
desired settings make sure the [SAVESAVESAVESAVE] and the confirmation 
[YESYESYESYES] buttons have been touched. This will lock the settings in the 
TCU’s memory. 

 


